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Abstract

A detailed single particle analysis of the University of
Maryland Electron Ring project was performed. For this
analysis a lattice working point of v,=7.78,  vy =7.70  was
chosen to avoid all resonances up to the 4’ order. Higher
order multipole terms of the dipole magnets and
quadrupole  lenses were included in the analysis. The
influence of the Earth’s magnetic field was balanced by
Hehnholtz-like wires and the effects of mechanical
misalignments were corrected by short dipoles
(correctors) together with adjustment of the lattice
dipoles. The number of beam positions monitors (BPMs)
used in the orbit correction simulations was minimized to
15. Magnet mispowering studies showed that the closed
orbit distortions (dipole effect) are within acceptable
limits. Changes to the tune shift and lattice functions due
to mispowering (quadropole  effect) were acceptable as
well. The studies show that the chosen lattice is adequate
for the ring operation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of the Electron-Ring project is the construction
of a compact, low-energy electron ring operating with
very high current electron beams. [ 1] Experiments with
this facility should help improve oar understanding of
space charge dominated beam phenomena, and thus,
support practical designs for projects such as Heavy Ion
Driven Inertial Fusion (HIDIF)  and other advanced
accelerator applications.

A necessary (but by no means sufficient) condition for the
E-Ring is reliable operation at zero current. Thus, our
present work is concentrated on single particle analysis.
We evaluated the lattice working point, the influence of
magnet multipoles  on beam dynamics, compensation of
the Earth’s magnetic field, es well as correction of effects
due to mechanical misalignment. We also considered the
effects of magnet mispowering and an alternate lattice-
operating mode, which may facilitate the orbit correction
scheme. The computational tool we have used is the
DIMAD  code.. [Z]

Ring Layout. The Electron Ring has a circumference of
11.52 m and an injected beam rigidity of 3.389 gaussm.
There are 36 dipole magnets (each bending 10’) and 72
quadropole  lenses. The one cell structure is FODO with
the E-Ring consisting of 36 cells. A general layout of the
E-Ring is shown in Figure  1.

Figure 1. E-Ring layout.

2 . LATTICE WORKING POINT

Tune Diagram. According to preliminary estimates of the
E-Ring design parameters, the focusing structure should
have a phase advance of about 76” per cell for a zero
current beam. Plotted in Figure 2 is the working point (v,=
7.78 and v~=  7.70) chosen to avoid all resonances up to 4*
order in the vicinity of vx, ~. The space charge tune shift
estimated for full current will be about Av = 6.0, (see ref.
[l]) and the working point will drift  through many
resonances. However, this issue is not included in the
present analysis, but rather will be a topic of further
detailed studies.

Machine functions for a cell. Given the chosen v+
machine functions of the E-Ring from DIMAD  are shown
in Figure 3 where the Twiss functions and dispersion are
plotted for one segment (= two cells). The matched
machine functions are: px =0.261 m, c& z-1.31, &,=0.264
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